JAIN INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL

A world class education destination with 15 years of excellence in shaping global citizens

Jain International Residential School (JIRS) has been setting the benchmark for quality education since its establishment in the year 1999 by JGI Group. Ranked as India's number one on the parameters of safety and hygiene and the fourth best residential school overall in India, JIRS is the top residential school in Karnataka and the third best in South India according to the Education World India School Rankings in 2015. Situated in 350 acres of sprawling campus in Kanakapura, the vision, values, scientific temper and rich sporting legacy of JIRS has been an ideal exemplar for International residential schools in the state since the very beginning.

Accredited by the UK accreditation services (UKAS) for meeting international standards, JIRS is in its fifteenth year of operation, providing high-end educational infrastructure to its students. The global education model followed by JIRS ensures that the students get the requisite international academic exposure to mould them into leaders and entrepreneurs of the future.

The unique curriculum of the school adopts the Multiple Intelligence theory to polish the specific skills that each student has a penchant for. This broad curriculum spectrum gives individual attention to the potential of each student. This way the school provides each child the opportunity to learn in ways harmonious to their unique minds. The school offers three rigorous curriculum options – CBSE, CIE (Cambridge International Examination) and IB Diploma (International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme) and accommodates more than 750 students from grade 4 to 12 for these courses. The optimum strength in each class is 25 with a student-teacher ratio of 1:8. Each teacher plays the role of a mentor and takes the responsibility of grooming the 8 children in his/her fold.

JIRS facilitates on-campus training by experts for students to face competitive exams like engineering, medicine, AI/MT, IIT JEE, CLAT, IELTS, TOEFL, and SAT. The two hundred faculty members of the school ensure that the students get the attention that they require to develop into responsible citizens who are pioneers in their chosen path. The school provides many career counselling sessions by top universities across the world for helping the students to get placed in reputed foreign universities from across the globe with excellent scholarships.

Apart from academics, JIRS provides opportunities to its students to engage themselves in various platforms like the Duke of Edinburgh Leadership Programme, Gavel's Toastmasters Club, Theatre, Model United Nations, Harvard Model Congress, Student Exchange Programmes, International Education Tours, Trekking, and Adventure Camps. These programmes and activities help the students to develop a holistic approach to life and improve their all-round ability.

JIRS also has one of its kind specialized sports academy (JASK) with 40 highly experienced trainers imparting professional coaching to the students in over 30 sports disciplines including golf, equestrian, squash, and ten-pin bowling, apart from popular games like cricket, football, and tennis.

The parents of JIRS students are high achievers from diverse fields like business, management, medicine, engineering, armed forces, administration, and law. They have carved a platform for their children not just to have an out of the convention school and textbook oriented education, but a programme that will enable their children to continue their legacy, grow their businesses, and achieve greater success than themselves.

The parents aspire that their children will have the self-confidence, decision-making ability, firmness, boldness, smartness, and ethical values to not only continue their success story, but have the ability to become entrepreneurs on their own. JIRS is a school where no one aims for a modestly paid or ordinary job, but aims to be global leaders and job creators.

This is in addition to the concept of the boarding school itself which makes the child self-dependent, bold, physically, mentally & emotionally strong, with development of interpersonal relationship skills due to the diversified group living with children from various places and backgrounds. JIRS is the ideal learning ground for ambitious students to develop their careers.
Why is JIRS the preferred school for your child?

- An extraordinary school which grooms business leaders & creates young achievers by igniting entrepreneurship spark
- A part of The JGI Group which has over 75 institutions, 35,000 students and 3,500 faculty spread across 10 states
- The school has the largest campus of 350 acres in India set amidst a very divine environment
- A unique school providing corporate training platform for tomorrow's CEOs & Directors
- The school for sowing big dreams, nurturing high aims, growing self confidence and creative minds
- Accredited by the National Accreditation Board for Education and Training (NABET) in India
- An IB (International Baccalaureate) World School for the IB Diploma Programme
- Children grow up with strong roots of Indian culture & values with an international academic exposure
- All India toppers in IGCSE Cambridge subjects
- Proud to have coached the world topper in SAT exam with a score of 2400 / 2400 in physics, chemistry and mathematics
- Admissions in IIT / NIT / top engineering, medical & management colleges
  - 100% results every year in CBSE, IGCSE & CIE exams
  - 70% of the children from X & XII boards secure grades of 90% & above subject wise & over 60% distinction & 80% first class
- Professional sports coaching imparted to all students under the guidance of qualified national & international coaches
- 30 unmatchable sports facilities with international standard sports fields & courts
- On campus SAT, CET & IIT coaching & career counseling by experts from USA & UK
- Hundreds of students in top foreign universities across the globe being offered scholarships ranging from $10,000 to $1,50,000 for a 4 year term
- The school records over 80% of its admissions through satisfied parents recommendations (Contact us for parent references in your city to get a first hand opinion of JIRS)